SOME WORKS ON VISUALITY, VISUAL POLITICS, AND RITUAL/SPECTACLE


SOME RESOURCES FOR POSTER PROPAGANDA

Book Length Works


**Article-Lengtia Works**


“Poster Art in Wartime Britain.” *Design* 45 (March 1944): 11ff.


A wonderful collection of World War I and World War II era posters can be found at the Iowa Historical Society library on Iowa Avenue. We will move the class to that facility for part of the class.

**SOME RESOURCES FOR POLITICAL PHOTOGRAPHY (PHOTOJOURNALISM)**

**Book-Length Works**


**Article-Length Works**


Go to [http://www.uiowa.edu/commstud/resources/visual.html](http://www.uiowa.edu/commstud/resources/visual.html) for web resources. You might check with Hanno Hardt to see if there is some excellent examples you should examine.

SOME WORKS ON DOCUMENTARY TELEVISION AND VISUAL POLITICS

**Book-length Works**


[If you search “television documentary” or “film documentary” in the Library’s data base, you’ll find many sample documentaries.]

Some Article-length pieces


SOME RESOURCES FOR FILM DOCUMENTARIES

**Book-Length Works**


Article-Length Works


**SOME RESOURCES ON INSTITUTIONAL POLITICS AND TELEVISION**

(For the report, focus on items with an asterisk [*])

**Book-Length Studies:**


Gronbeck's Studies:


**"The Presidency is the Age of Secondary Orality." In Martin J. Medhurst, ed., Beyond the Rhetorical Presidency (College Station: Texas A&M UP, 1996), 30-49.


"The Sentimentalization of American Politics." [e-journal]  


SOME WORKS ON DOCUMENTARY TELEVISION AND VISUAL POLITICS

Book-length Works


[If you search “television documentary” or “film documentary” in the Library’s database, you’ll find many sample documentaries.]

**Some Article-length pieces**


**SOME WORKS ON SPECULAR POLITICS: IMAGE EVENTS AND NEWS**

**Book-length Works**


Some Article-length Works


SOME WORKS ON POLITICIZING GENDER: FEMININITY
[Those of you interested in this topic likely are able to construct a much better and more useful bibliography than I am. Feel free to use whatever else you know or can find.]

**Book-length Works**


Mandziuk, Roseann. [see previous bibliography]


**Article-length Works**


[Again, feel free to bring in what you know for this report, as I am only getting acquainted with this body of work.]

SOME WORKS ON POLICITIZING GENDER: MASCULINITY

**Book-length Works**


Malin, Brenton J. *American Masculinity Under Clinton: The “Crisis of Masculinity” and the “New Man” of the ’90s*. Ph.D. dissert., University of Iowa, 2000. [see his extensive bibliography for inspiration]


**Article-length Works**


SOME WORKS ON CYBERPOLITICS

Some book-length works


Some article-length works


